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Abstract: The research is focused on the dynamic compressive strength, impact toughness and the
distribution law of fragmentation size for the plain concrete and the carbon nanofiber reinforced
concrete with four fiber volume contents (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.5%) under impact load by using
the Φ100 mm split-Hopkinson pressure bar. Based on the fractal theory and considering the mi-
cropore structure characteristics of the specimen, the impact of the strain rate and the dosage of
carbon nanofibers on the dynamic mechanical performance of concrete is analyzed. According to
the results, both the dynamic compressive strength and the impact toughness increase continuously
with the improvement of the strain rate level at the same dosage of fiber, showing strong strain rate
strengthening effect; at the same strain rate level, the impact toughness increases gradually with the
increase in the fiber dosage, while the dynamic compressive strength tends to increase at first and
then decrease; the distribution of the fragmentation size of concrete is a fractal in statistical sense, in
general, the higher the strain rate level, the higher the number of fragments, the lower the size, and
the larger the fractal dimension; the optimal dosage of carbon nanofibers to improve the dynamic
compressive strength of concrete is 0.3%, and the pore structure characteristics of carbon nanofiber
reinforced concrete exhibit obvious fractal features.

Keywords: carbon nanofiber reinforced concrete; impact load; dynamic compressive strength; pore
structure characteristics; fractal dimension

1. Introduction

After its continuous development for almost two centuries, concrete has become one of
the most widely used materials for the construction in the fields of both civil infrastructure
and military defensive projects. In recent years, sudden explosion accidents due to terrorist
attacks, local wars or negligence during industrial production and daily life have happened
repeatedly, putting many concrete structures under the threat of extreme external loads,
including impact and explosion [1–5]. In order to promote the performance of concrete
in terms of explosion and penetration resistance, and improve its mechanical properties
under impact stress, various fiber-modified forms of concrete have been developed to meet
the requirements [6–9].

As a kind of new multifunctional material with excellent performance, carbon nanofibers
(CNFs) [10–12] are characterized by small self-dimension, large specific surface area, and
strong cohesiveness within the concrete matrix compared with carbon fiber, steel fiber,
etc. CNFs are a kind of discontinuous nanoscale graphite fibers, which have excellent
characteristics of both carbon fibers and nanomaterials. CNFs enjoy wide application
prospects in the field of the modification design of composite materials, specifically, they
are able to provide excellent performance in terms of tensile-resistance, crack-resistance,
electric conduction and fatigue-resistance to the concrete when being mixed into concrete.
However, most of the research on carbon nanofiber reinforced concrete (CNFC) focuses on
certain basic physical and mechanical performances [13–17]; in the meantime, the research
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on the characteristics of strength and energy, as well as the damage mode and distribution
law of the fragments during impact breaking, is relatively rare. The essence of the failure
of the concrete due to the impact load is the process that the internal damage cracks of
the concrete are continuously expanded, extended and connected under the driving of
energy, thereby resulting in material instability and failure [18–20]. The number and the
size distribution of the broken fragments are exactly the macroscopic representation of
this process. The particle size distribution and the pore structure characteristics inside
the matrix of the destroyed products of the concrete under impact load show certain self-
similarity and fractal characteristics [21]. Fractal theory can be used to describe fractal
irregular features effectively. Fractal theory was founded by Mandelbrot in the 1970s.
Its research object is the disordered but self-similar system widely existing in nature. At
present, as a new method and concept, fractal theory has developed rapidly in many fields
such as physics, biology, materials science, etc. Through the research on the changes of the
strength, energy absorption and the breakup characteristics of the modified concrete under
different dosages of CNFs and loading rates, the comprehensive analysis and assessment
of the damage degradation degree, the energy consumption evolution mechanism and the
ability to resist impact load can be implemented. Therefore, more in-depth research on the
dynamic compression mechanical properties of CNFC is necessary, so as to understand
their dynamic response law under impact load, thus ensuring the safety of the engineering
structures in practice.

In view of this, the Φ100 mm split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) is used as the
test device for the impact compression test on the plain concrete (PC) and the modified
concrete with four volume dosages of carbon nanofiber, thereby carrying out screening
statistics against the fragments of the impact failure and exploring the effects of the impact
velocity of the bullet (strain rate) and fiber dosage on the dynamic compressive strength,
impact toughness, failure mode and fractal dimension of the fragments. In the meantime,
taking into consideration the mercury intrusion test, the analysis of microscopic mechanism
for the pore structure characteristics of the specimen is implemented based on the fractal
theory, so as to provide better guidance to the engineering practice.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Raw Materials and Specimen Preparation

The following raw materials are utilized, including the cement of P·O 42.5R of brand
Qinling with the initial setting time of 2 h, and the final setting time of 5 h; the coarse
aggregate of limestone gravel, with the particle size ranging from 5~10 mm (accounting
for 15%), and 10~20 mm (accounting for 85%); fine aggregate of medium sand which is
used after washing and drying, with the apparent density of about 2630 kg/m3; clean
tap water; water reducing agent of FDN high-efficiency water reducing agent with water
reducing rate of 20%; as well as the fiber material of CNFs from Beijing Deke Daojin Science
and Technology Co., Ltd., with its physical performance index shown in Table 1. Table 2
shows the mix proportion of the plain concrete with the strength grade of C40 and carbon
nanofiber reinforced concrete, in which PC represents the plain concrete, CNFC01, CNFC02,
CNFC03, and CNFC05 refer to the volume dosages of carbon nanofiber of 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%
and 0.5%, respectively. The pouring of concrete specimens was based on the “method of
sand and rubbles enveloped with cement”. CNFs are prepared into dispersion solution
and then uniformly mixed into the concrete mixture [22]. The test results of four-probe
method show that the resistance of the sample is obviously reduced and the conductive
effect is excellent. From this, it can be judged that CNFs achieves the purpose of dispersion.
The preparation process of CNFC group mixture is shown in Figure 1. Sand and gravel are
added to the mixer in turn, and part of the mixed liquid is added while stirring, and then
cement was added, stirring for 120 s. After that, the remaining mixed liquid is added and
stirred for 120 s to prepare the concrete mixture. The mixture is stirred evenly, and then
put into the cylinder for die test and molding. The mold is removed after standing indoors
for 24 h, and moved into the curing room for standard curing. After 28 days, the mixture is
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taken out for polishing, thereby obtaining the short cylinder specimen with the geometric
size of Φ98 mm × 48 mm for the impact compression test (as shown in Figure 2).

Table 1. Main physical performance index of CNTs.

Purity/
%

Diameter/
nm

Resistivity/
Ω·cm

Thermal Expansion
Coefficient/°C−1

Specific Surface
Area/m2·g−1

Density/
g·cm−3

99.9 100~200 <0.012 1 300 0.18

Table 2. Mix proportions of concrete (kg/m3).

Specimen No. Cement Coarse
Aggregate

Fine
Aggregate 1 Water Defoaming

Agent 2
Water

Reducing Agent CNTs

PC 495 1008 672 180 0 0 0
CNFC01 495 1008 672 180 0.30 5.0 0.18
CNFC02 495 1008 672 180 0.45 7.5 0.36
CNFC03 495 1008 672 180 0.60 10.0 0.54
CNFC05 495 1008 672 180 0.90 15.0 0.90

1 River sand of 2.8 fineness modulus. 2 Aqueous defoamer of tributyl phosphate.
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2.2. Test Equipment and Method

The Φ100 mm SHPB test device is used for the impact compression test (as shown
in Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the propagation process of the stress wave in the test. A
pneumatic gun is used in this device to drive the bullet, and makes it collide with the
incident rod in a high-speed coaxial manner, thereby producing the incident wave εI (t). The
specimen placed between the incident bar and the transmission bar generates high-speed
deformation under the loading of the incident wave. In the meantime, it transmits the
reflected wave εR (t) and the transmitted wave εT (t) to the incident bar and the transmission
bar, respectively. These required waveform information is measured and recorded by the
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high dynamic strain indicator, waveform memory, etc., and then the data are processed
with the “three-wave method” (as shown in Formula (1)) [23,24], thereby obtaining the
relevant parameters reflecting the dynamic compression mechanical properties of the
specimen. The impact velocity of the bullet is jointly decided by the air pressure and its
action distance applied. During the test, the action distance of air pressure is kept fixed,
and the bullet velocity is controlled by the adjustment of the pressure of the input air. In
the meantime, the impact velocity of bullet is also affected by the test environment, in this
case, although the input pressure and its action distance can be kept constant each time, the
bullet velocity may be different. The strain rate can also be deemed as the reflection of bullet
impact velocity, and there is an approximate linear correlation between them [25,26]. The
typical strain rate time history curve of the concrete specimen under dynamic compression
is shown in Figure 5, where Point A refers to the inflection point of the rising section of the
curve, and Point B represents the inflection point of the corresponding falling section. The
average strain rate of the middle platform section is selected as the representative value of
the strain rate of the specimen under the current impact velocity of bullet [27,28]. A total of
five strain rate levels are set for the test, and the corresponding input pressures are 0.3 MPa,
0.35 MPa, 0.4 MPa, 0.45 MPa and 0.5 MPa, respectively. H62 circular brass sheet with the
thickness of 1 mm is selected to shape the initial stress wave, and the typical waveforms of
the shaped incident wave, transmission wave and reflection wave are shown in Figure 6.
To ensure the effectiveness and reliability of the test results, the test should be repeated
at least three times under each input pressure, then the average value of the obtained test
data should be calculated and taken as the representative value of the test data under this
working condition. 

εs(t) = Ce
L
∫ τ

0 [ε I(t)− εR(t)− εT(t)]dt
.
εs(t) = Ce

L [ε I(t)− εR(t)− εT(t)]

σs(t) = Ee Ae
2As

[ε I(t) + εR(t) + εT(t)]

(1)

where Ce, Ee and Ae refer to the wave velocity, elastic modulus and cross-sectional area of
the compression bar; εs (t),

.
εs(t), σs (t), As and L represent the strain, strain rate, stress, end

area and length of the specimen, respectively; and τ denotes the propagation time of stress
wave in the bar.
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The screening test adopts the bushing screen with the screen size of 50 mm, 40 mm,
31.5 mm, 26.5 mm, 20 mm, 16 mm, 10 mm, 5 mm, and 2.36 mm, respectively. In the
meantime, the mass of fragments retained on each screen is measured by the electronic
balance. Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) is used to study the structural characteristics
of the microscopic pore of concrete [29]. The experimental equipment refers to PoreMaster33
automatic mercury intrusion instrument produced by Quantachrome Instruments from
the United States of America. The fragments of the specimen with appropriate size after
impact compression test are selected as the sample for analysis. Remove the residues and
dust on the surface of the sample before placing them in a constant-temperature drying
box for complete dehydration, and then carry out the determination.

3. Mechanical Properties of Dynamic Compression
3.1. Dynamic Compressive Strength

The dynamic compressive strength (fc,d) represents the peak stress in the stress–strain
curve of the specimen, indicating the strength characteristics of the concrete under impact
load. Figure 7 illustrates the variation law of dynamic compressive strength of concrete
specimen under different strain rates. It can be seen from the analysis that: (1) with the
increase in strain rate level, the dynamic compressive strength of both PC group and CNFC
group increases continuously, showing a significant strain rate strengthening effect. (2) It
can be seen from the change in the dynamic compressive strength with the strain rate
that there is an approximate linear correlation between them. When carrying out linear
fitting, it is found from Formula (2) that the fitting effect of them is relatively good. (3) In
general, compared with PC, the addition of appropriate amount of CNFs can significantly
improve the dynamic compressive strength of concrete. At the same strain rate level, the
dynamic compressive strength increases first and then decreases with the increase in the
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addition amount of fiber. When the addition amount of fiber content reaches 0.3%, the
improvement effect is the best; in contrast, when the addition amount of fiber content
is 0.5%, the improvement effect is relatively small. This may be due to the excessive
addition of fiber, i.e., 0.5%, which means that CNFs cannot be evenly dispersed in the
concrete matrix, resulting in the phenomenon of “agglomeration”. The excessive CNFs
intensify the internal defects of concrete matrix structure, resulting in stress concentration
in local areas under impact load, which is not conducive to further improving the concrete
strength characteristics.

PC : fc,d = 22.0878 + 0.5216
.
ε (R2 = 0.9874)

CNFC01 : fc,d = 21.4446 + 0.5448
.
ε (R2 = 0.9793)

CNFC02 : fc,d = 22.3441 + 0.5472
.
ε (R2 = 0.9899)

CNFC03 : fc,d = 26.0754 + 0.5202
.
ε (R2 = 0.9934)

CNFC05 : fc,d = 28.1470 + 0.4573
.
ε (R2 = 0.9702)

(2)
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3.2. Impact Toughness

The impact failure process of concrete is bound to be accompanied by the changes in
energy, especially under the impact load; the transformation and dissipation of energy are
extremely fast and active. The impact toughness (IT) can be used to characterize the entire
stress–strain development process of the specimen under impact load until the energy for
the failure of the specimen is absorbed. The physical meaning of impact toughness refers to
the area surrounded by stress–strain curve and transverse axis [28], expressed as follows:

IT =
∫ εu

0
f dε (3)

where f refers to the dynamic stress–strain curve of the specimen; and εu represents the
dynamic ultimate strain of the curve.

The variation relationship between the impact toughness and the strain rate of each
group of specimen is shown in Figure 8. The analysis shows that: (1) the impact toughness
is also highly sensitive to the strain rate, specifically, the impact toughness increases
gradually with the increase in the strain rate level. (2) At a relatively low strain rate level,
when the volume dosage of CNFs reaches 0.2%, the improvement effect on the impact
toughness of concrete is weaker than that of 0.3%; in contrast, the improvement effect
is opposite at high strain rate level. (3) It can be seen from the change in the impact
toughness with the strain rate that there is an approximate linear correlation between
them. Formula (4) shows the result of linear fitting between them, and it is found that
the fitting effect is good. (4) Compared with PC, the addition of CNFs can improve the
impact toughness of concrete to a certain extent. In general, with the increase in the dosage
of CNFs, the impact toughness of concrete at the same strain rate level is increased to
certain degree. The possible reason for the results of this experiment may lie in the fact
that the impact toughness is jointly decided by the dynamic compressive strength and
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the corresponding impact compression deformation. After the addition of CNFs, both the
strength and deformation of concrete will receive certain enhancement, and the combined
effect of the two leads to the improvement of the impact toughness of concrete under all
dosages of fiber.

PC : IT = 3.2639 + 10.1479
.
ε (R2 = 0.9648)

CNFC01 : IT = −271.9173 + 13.7023
.
ε (R2 = 0.9709)

CNFC02 : IT = −448.3160 + 17.2420
.
ε (R2 = 0.9315)

CNFC03 : IT = −205.5699 + 14.4042
.
ε (R2 = 0.9055)

CNFC05 : IT = 10.9772 + 12.2302
.
ε (R2 = 0.9303)

(4)
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3.3. Mechanism Analysis

Both the dynamic compressive strength and the impact toughness of PC and CNFC
increase with the increase in impact velocity of bullet, showing strong strengthening effect
of strain rate, besides, both the dynamic compressive strength and impact toughness
of CNFC are higher than their counterparts of PC. It can be seen from the microscopic
mechanism of concrete failure that the initiation and propagation of internal microcracks
are the main causes of the failure of the specimen. The greater the impact velocity of bullet,
the greater the deformation rate of the specimen, the more the number of cracks generated,
and the more energy absorbed. Under high-speed impact load, the action time of bullet on
the specimen is rather short, and the material deformation buffering is small. Therefore,
most of the energy accumulation of the specimen is achieved by increasing the stress instead
of the strain, leading to the increase in the dynamic compressive strength of the material
with the increase in the loading rate. In addition, as per the microstructure test results of
CNFC impact fracture specimen, the matrix compactness has been significantly improved
(the specific mechanism is shown in Section 5.2), and the failure of specimen is mainly due
to the pull-out or fracture of the fiber (as shown in Figure 9a). The reason is that, for CNFC,
CNFs can play a role of crack resistance and bridging adsorption [30]. The deformation
released after the initiation of microcracks can first result in fiber debonding, rather than
supporting the propagation of microcracks, thereby delaying the fracture process, and
enhancing the toughness of concrete specimen. However, excessive addition of CNFs may
result in “agglomeration” (as shown in Figure 9b), and CNFs may be intertwined to form
new weak areas within the concrete matrix, which is not conducive to further improve the
concrete strength.
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4. Fractal Characteristics of Impact Fragmentation Size
4.1. Impact Failure Mode and Fragmentation Size Distribution

The instability and failure of concrete under the impact load refer to the process of
continuous inoculation, development and aggregation of internal microdamage cracks
under external load, which eventually leads to macroscopic breaking. Besides, different
impact velocities and fiber dosages will inevitably result in the change in the breaking
morphology. Figure 10 shows the typical failure modes of the specimen under different
strain rate levels. Due to the space limitation of this paper, only PC group and CNFC02
group are used as the representative specimens for analysis. The comparative analysis
shows that the failure modes of the specimen can be basically classified into four types,
i.e., edge failure, core-retaining failure, fragment failure and crushing failure. With the
increase in strain rate level, the number of broken concrete fragments increases, the size
decreases and tends to be uniform, and the degree of fragmentation increases continuously.
In addition, at the same strain rate level, the particle size of the PC group specimen after
failure is smaller, while the breaking morphology of the concrete specimen modified by
CNFs is greatly improved, and the particle size of the fragment is relatively large, indicating
that the addition of CNFs has a significant improvement effect on the impact resistance
of concrete.
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To further describe the distribution law and the dimensional characteristics of concrete
fragmentation size, the mass screening statistics of the specimen fragments under the
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impact load is carried out [21,31]. Additionally, based on the statistical theory, the average
size dave of the fragments of the specimen is calculated, namely:

dave = ∑ diηi/∑ ηi (5)

where di refers to the average particle size of the remaining fragments on each sieve screen,
taking the average pore diameter of the primary sieve and the upper sieve; ηi represents
the percentage of the mass of the retained fragments in the total mass of each sieve.

The variation law between dave and strain rate is shown in Figure 11. According to the
analysis, both of them meet the requirements of relationship distribution of y = A-Bln (x + C).
We carried out the nonlinear fitting based on the strain rate as the transverse axis, and
dave as the longitudinal axis, with the fitting results shown in Formula (6). It was found
that dave of each group of specimens decrease with the increase in strain rate level. At
low strain rate level, dave decreased sharply, while at high strain rate level, dave decreased
slightly. The reason is that the size of the fragments changes greatly when the mode of
the specimen evolves from the “edge failure” to the “core-retaining failure”, while the
size change in the fragments is relatively small when the mode of the specimen evolves
from the “core-retaining failure” to the “fragment failure”, and the size change in the
fragments is smaller when the mode of the fragment evolves from the “fragment failure” to
the “crushing failure”. Therefore, under the condition of high strain rate, even if the strain
rate level increases greatly, the change amplitude of impact crushing degree of concrete is
still relatively moderate.

PC : dave = 26.2690 − 3.5176 ln(
.
ε − 51.4599) (R2 = 0.9990)

CNFC01 : dave = 51.9066 − 10.6044 ln(
.
ε − 61.4724) (R2 = 0.9612)

CNFC02 : dave = 90.3682 − 20.7881 ln(
.
ε − 53.3802) (R2 = 0.9295)

CNFC03 : dave = 156.8900 − 35.8741 ln(
.
ε − 49.0569) (R2 = 0.9249)

CNFC05 : dave = 20.5064 − 1.4370 ln(
.
ε − 50.8900) (R2 = 0.9996)

(6)
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4.2. Fractal Dimension

When the concrete specimen is broken under impact load, the particle size dis-
tribution of the fragments is in accordance with the distribution law of Gate-Gaudin-
Schuhmann [21,32]. The distribution equation based on mass-frequency is:

y =
M(r)
MT

= (
r

rm
)

q
(7)

where r refers to the particle size of the fragments of the broken specimen; rm represents the
maximum particle size of fragments; M(r) denotes the sum of mass of all fragments whose
particle size is less than r; MT is the total mass of fragments when the specimen is broken;
q refers to the fragment mass distribution parameter, taking the slope of lg[M(r)/MT]-lgr
linear fitting curve.

According to the definition of fractal dimension, that is, N = r-Db (N refers to the
number of fragments with particle size greater than r, and Db represents the fractal dimen-
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sion of fragments); in the meantime, considering the relationship between the increment
of fragment number and the increment of fragment mass, that is, dM∝r3dN, the fractal
dimension Db of fragments can be calculated with the mass-particle size method, namely:

Db = 3 − q (8)

According to the above analysis, the slope of the linear fitting curve between lg[M(r)/MT]
and lgr is 3-Db. Taking lgr as the abscissa and lg[M(r)/MT] as the ordinate, the scatter
diagram of the two is drawn, and the linear fitting is carried out, as shown in Figure 12.
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The data points in Figure 12 show good linear correlation in the double logarithmic coor-
dinate system, indicating that the distribution of concrete fragments after impact failure has
fractal characteristics. This is because the microscopic cracks and pores in the concrete show
self-similarity at different scales; besides, the breaking process and the shape of fragments
are the direct results of crack propagation, thereby resulting in the power-law distribution of
fragments, which is a fractal in the statistical sense. Db describes the distribution characteristics
of the concrete fragment size after breaking. The larger Db is, the smaller the average particle
size of the concrete fragments is, and the higher the degree of crushing of the specimen is. Ac-
cording to the analysis, the strain rate has a significant influence on the crushing morphology
of the concrete under impact load. The relationship between the strain rate and Db is shown
in Figure 13. It is found that there is no strict positive correlation between the strain rate and
Db in this test. However, on the whole, the higher the strain rate level, the larger the value of
Db. The test results can reflect the distribution characteristics of the particle size of the broken
specimen to a certain extent. Moreover, in this paper, the same series of screening apertures
(the same size) are used under different working conditions; therefore, the fractal dimension
values obtained are comparable.
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5. Fractal Characteristics of Microscopic Pore Structure

During the hardening and forming of concrete, due to its own drying shrinkage,
external curing conditions, internal hydration reaction and other factors, a certain number
of initial defects, such as pores and cracks, will be generated in the matrix. The damage
of concrete is caused by the gradual development and evolution of these initial defects,
and the gradual intensification of new damages. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
microscopic pore structure characteristics, such as pore size distribution composition,
porosity characteristics in concrete, determine its macroscopic mechanical properties.

5.1. Fractal Model Based on Thermodynamic Relationship

The pore structure parameters of each group of concrete samples are shown in
Table 3. Figure 14 shows the differential curve of pore size distribution of PC group and
CNFC02 group samples. The pore distribution characteristics measured by mercury in-
trusion method can be used to divide the pore into gel pores (<10 nm), transition pores
(10~100 nm), fine pores (100~1000 nm) and large pores (>1000 nm). The pore volume
distribution of the four types of pores and their percentage distribution of total pores in the
samples of each group are shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. The analysis shows
that with the increase in CNFs addition, the content of large pores and fine pores in the
concrete decreases significantly, while the proportion of gel pores and transition pores
increases to a certain extent.

Table 3. Pore characteristic parameters of each group of samples.

Sample No. Most Probable
Pore Size 1/nm

Medium Pore
Diameter 2/nm

Total Pore
Volume/mL·g−1

Average Pore
Size 3/nm

Pore Proportion/%

<10 nm 10~100 nm 100~1000 nm <1000 nm

PC 9463 309.10 0.0445 111.58 4.27 33.93 22.25 39.55
CNFC01 33.02 87.66 0.0403 72.18 4.08 47.70 15.26 32.96
CNFC02 13.92 31.87 0.0384 54.76 12.23 52.13 10.62 25.02
CNFC03 36.92 55.91 0.0372 45.90 4.29 59.68 14.52 21.51
CNFC05 53.19 91.15 0.0395 83.21 2.12 48.68 18.78 30.42

1 The aperture corresponding to the peak value on the differential distribution curve of aperture. 2 The corresponding pore size when half
of the mercury is injected. 3 Ratio of total pore volume to pore surface area.
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Under the vacuum state, mercury is pressed into the pores of concrete samples.
According to thermodynamic theory, the work done by external force on mercury is equal
to the increase in surface energy pressed into mercury [33], that is:∫ V

0
pdV = −

∫ S

0
σ cos θdS (9)

where p refers to the external pressure on mercury; σ represents the surface tension pressed
into mercury; V denotes the volume pressed into mercury; S is the pore surface area of the
sample; and θ refers to the mercury infiltration angle.

According to dimensional analysis, the pore surface area S of the tested sample can be
expressed by the amount of mercury intake V and the pore size r. In the mercury-intake
stage, Formula (9) can be obtained after discretization:

n

∑
i=1

pi∆Vi = Cr2
n

(
V1/3

n /rn

)Dp
(10)

where n refers to the interval number of pressure applied throughout the mercury-intake
stage; p and ∆Vi represent the average pressure and mercury intake corresponding to the ith

mercury intake, respectively; rn and Vn denote the corresponding pore size and cumulative
mercury intake at the nth mercury intake, respectively; Dp is the fractal dimension of pore
surface area based on thermodynamic relationship.

Let Wn =
n
∑

i=1
pi∆Vi, Qn = Vn

1/3/rn, and substitute it into Formula (10), and take

the logarithm:
ln
(

Wn/r2
n

)
= Dp ln Qn + ln C (11)

5.2. Fractal Characteristics of Pore Structure

The fractal dimension is the characterization of the randomness and irregularity of the
internal pores in the concrete, reflecting the distribution characteristics of the internal pores
of concrete. The larger the fractal dimension, the more complex the pore structure inside the
concrete, that is, the higher the distribution characteristics of pores and the complexity of
their composition, specifically, the higher the content of large-aperture pores, the lower the
content of small-aperture pores. According to Formula (11) and considering the mercury
intrusion test results, the ln (Wn/rn

2) and lnQn values of each group of samples are obtained,
and the linear fitting of the two is performed. The x and y in the fitting equation shown in
Figure 17 represent lnQn and ln(Wn/rn

2), respectively. The corresponding fitting correlation
coefficients R2 are all above 0.998; therefore, the slope after curve fitting of each group could
be used as the fractal dimension Dp of the pore surface area of this group of specimens. The
relationship between the samples of each group Dp and CNFs dosage is shown in Figure 18.
The analysis shows that the relationship between CNFs dosage and Dp is opposite to
the strength characteristics of the concrete, that is, with the increase in CNFs dosage, Dp
decreases first and then increases, and reaches the minimum at the dosage of 0.3%, which
also proves the improvement law of CNFs on the internal pore structure of the concrete.
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In summary, the internal pore structure characteristics of CNFC show significant
fractal characteristics. The addition of CNFs into concrete can mitigate the defects, such as
filling the micro voids in concrete, etc., thus improving the original pore structure of the
concrete, and effectively promoting its dynamic mechanical properties. On the one hand,
the addition of CNFs has a significant improvement effect on the internal pore content of
concrete, which is manifested by a sharp decrease in the pore content of large aperture.
Although the pore content of small aperture increases slightly, the total pore content in the
matrix decreases significantly, indicating that the compactness of the material has been
effectively improved. The diameter of single filament of CNFs is only 100~200 nm, and
the addition of CNFs can have a good filling effect on the dry shrinkage cracks produced
by concrete molding. For the micropores generated after evaporation and consumption of
water, the content of such pores is generally small, and the pore size is small. However,
CNFs can be dispersed within such pores, thus further reducing the content of such pores.
Therefore, CNFs can effectively reduce the pore content in concrete, and thus improve
the compactness of the concrete. On the other hand, the addition of CNFs can improve
the internal pore structure of concrete, reducing the proportion of large-aperture pores
and increasing the proportion of small-aperture pores, indicating that the internal pore
structure of concrete is effectively refined. For the pores with pore size greater than 100 nm,
the addition of an appropriate amount of CNFs can effectively fill them, resulting in
significantly decrease in such pores. At the same time, due to the addition of CNFs, a small
amount of pores will be generated on the contact interface between CNFs and concrete
matrix. Such pores are generally micropores with pore size less than 100 nm, therefore, to a
certain extent, the content of such pores will increase.

6. Conclusions

The impact compression tests of PC and CNFC were carried out using Φ100 mm
SHPB test device. The dynamic compressive strength, impact toughness and fragmentation
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size distribution law of PC and CNFC were analyzed, respectively. Considering the
macroscopic failure mode and microscopic pore structure characteristics of the specimens,
the change mechanism of the dynamic compressive mechanical properties of the concrete
was explained based on fractal theory. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Both the dynamic compressive strength and the impact toughness of PC and
CNFC increase continuously with the increase in strain rate level at the same dosage of
CNFs, showing a strong strengthening effect of the strain rate—besides, both the dynamic
compressive strength and impact toughness of CNFC are higher than their counterparts
of PC.

(2) At the same strain rate level, the impact toughness of both PC and CNFC gradually
increases with the increase in CNFs dosage, while the dynamic compressive strength first
increases and then decreases with the increase in CNFs dosage.

(3) The fragmentation size distribution of PC and CNFC after impact failure shows
self-similarity, which is a fractal in a statistical sense. In general, the higher the strain rate
level, the larger the number of fragments, the smaller the size, and the larger the fractal
dimension of particle size.

(4) CNFs can improve the internal pore structure of concrete, play the role of crack
resistance, and effectively enhance the macroscopic dynamic mechanical properties of
concrete. The optimal dosage of CNFs to improve the dynamic compressive strength
of concrete is 0.3%, and the microscopic pore structure characteristics of CNFC show
significant fractal features.
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